
ART 398K Creating Web Interfaces
Communication Design

Website Development: Part 1 [Concept]

Proposal | Initial Draft
Due Thursday, August 27th

A comprehensive written statement no longer than one page in length, which defines 
the following aspects of your project:

1.
MISSION STATEMENT (1 paragraph)
Answer the questions:
- what are the issues/issue your project addresses/illustrates/confronts/challenges?
- why is this topic important?
- beyond the technical issues you foresee, what problems must be overcome in the 
design?

2.
PURPOSE: DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPT (1-2 paragraphs)
Describe the ideas behind the chosen topic in terms of their historical, cultural, social 
significance/relationship. This the place where you also mention influential contemporary 
cultural artifacts, artists and designers who assist you creatively, intellectually, emotion-
ally, etc. This is the beginning of your research analysis. Begin to catalogue your sources 
NOW.

3.
AUDIENCE CONSIDERATIONS (1 paragraph)
-age
-occupation
-gender
-race
-how does this effect design? how do anticipate reaching your audience? what other 
mediums/medias will be implemented? 

WEEK 2 DEADLINES

08.27
Initial Draft [concept]
2 links posted to blog
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Website Development: Part 1 [Concept]

Your objective is to develop and implement innovative communication experiences 
(informative, sequential and interactive) for the web.  You will act as author, art director, 
and curator of this content while using the world-wide-web as a vehicle for community 
building and network-driven collaboration(s).

There will be 4 parts to this project:

[Concept] + [Design] + [Production] + [Promotion]

On Thursday, August 27th your initial draft for [concept] is due. Based on our 
meeting, you will have one week to research, revise and further develop your proposal 
to share in a group critique.

Do not concern yourself too much with design or technology at this stage in the game. 
Simply focus on your [concept]. It needs to be strong. This piece will exist in your port-
folio.

Your project must encompass two or more of the following elements:
1. Design Centric - Specifically relating to the field of Design in any way that interests 
you.  Consider knowledge, inspiration, sense of value.

2. Community Based - A site that is network driven. Engages a community or (sub)
culture(s).  There must be an element of significance to your site. This could be anything 
from netflix to instructables. 
 
3. Global/Local Movement - Can be fiction or non-fiction.  genpets, nikeground, critical-
mass.

If you are in any way confused about where your idea may fall within these categories-
come talk to me.  Your concept does not have to fit these definitions exactly, but can be 
a culmination multiple possibilities. It is important that you are motivated and excited 
about the subject that you choose. Remember,  you will be working with this concept 
for 15 weeks. 

Additional parameters when considering [concept]
• Thought provoking.
• Culturally significant. 
• Community building.
• A comprehensive site. Many pages. Mucho content. 
• Consider yourself the curator/author/art director/editor of this website.
• Is there enough content to fill a semester’s project?

WEEK 2 DEADLINES

08.27
Initial Draft [concept]
2 links posted to course blog

Next week I will assign the research component to your [concept].
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PROJECT BREAKDOWN

ANYTHING GOES | Interactive Site [15%]
You must have 4 content-filled pages linking to one another, a semi-cohesive design 
system, and a CSS external style sheet. This means no sliced tables. Other than those 
simple parameters the sky is the limit! Please submit on public drive> “ANYTHING 
GOES” by the beginning of class on 06.17.

DUE - THURSDAY, JUNE 17th.

PROJECT 1 | NETwork Web Site [40%]
DUE - THURSDAY, JUNE 24th.

Supplemental portion [10%]

DUE - THURSDAY, JUNE 24th.

PROJECT 2 | FINAL + PORTFOLIO SITE [20%]
The final component of this course is comprised of your up-datable portfolio site. This 
will also serve as your final. The last week of the course will comprise of building this 
site. I highly encourage you to establishing your personal identity, design and basic page 
layout beforehand. The Final will be 
DUE - WEDNESDAY, JUNE 30th.


